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Tetravalent thorium exhibits a strong tendency towards hydrolysis and subsequent polymerization.
Polymeric species play a crucial role in understanding thorium solution chemistry, since their presence
causes apparent solubility several orders of magnitude higher than predicted by thermodynamic data
bases. Although electrospray mass spectrometry (ESI MS) identifies Th(IV) dimers and pentamers
unequivocally as dominant species close to the solubility limit, the molecular structure of Th5(OH)y
polymers was hitherto unknown. In the present study, X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)
spectroscopy, high energy X-ray scattering (HEXS) measurements, and quantum chemical calculations
are combined to solve the pentamer structure. The most favourable structure is represented by two Th(IV)
dimers linked by a central Th(IV) cation through hydroxide bridges.

Introduction

Hydrolysis reactions play an important role in the aqueous sol-
ution chemistry of dissolved metal ions.1 Although they have
been known for some time, a molecular-level understanding of
subsequent metal-ion condensation to form polynuclear clusters
remains elusive. It is well known that hydrolysis reactions are
favoured with increasing hardness and concentration of the dis-
solved metal ion and with increasing solution pH. In contrast to
tetravalent plutonium which was shown to form very inert
oxygen bridged clusters,2 the softest tetravalent ion in the peri-
odic table, Th, forms mostly hydroxide bridged polymers and
holds a special role in unraveling the complex chemistry associ-
ated with these hydrolysis reactions. A number of recent studies
have focused on Th at rather high concentrations in acidic media
such as hydrochloric acid, nitrate3 and perchloric acid.4 Even at
moderate pH thorium hydrolyses rather quickly,5 which in turn
leads to formation of polynuclear hydroxide complexes and col-
loids.6 These species play a crucial role in understanding
thorium solution chemistry, since their presence causes apparent
solubilities several orders of magnitude higher than in the
absence of polymerization.7 Furthermore, reactivity and extrac-
tability of polymeric species differ a lot from monomers due to
their high charge. It is hence necessary to understand formation
of polymers quantitatively on a molecular level.

Most information on the presence of polymers is gained from
indirect methods such as coulometric titration which require a
model and well defined starting conditions (e.g., the presence of
100% of one known species at the starting point of the titration).
Methods aiming at structural investigations very often require
samples which contain only one polymeric species and are appli-
cable only at very high concentrations. Recently, we reported on
a direct way of detecting metal hydroxide complexes by electro-
spray mass spectrometry (ESI MS).8–10 This technique allows us
to quantify many species simultaneously, down to less than 1%
contribution to the total metal content11 (details on the technique
are reported in ref. 12). The number of metal ions, ligand mol-
ecules and the charge of the complex are measured indepen-
dently, which is equivalent to the determination of the
stoichiometry of the solution species. ESI MS was first applied
to thorium in solution by Moulin et al.13 At the high acidity and
the rather harsh declustering conditions used in this study only
monomeric complexes were found. Using much milder con-
ditions11,14 allowed us to identify dimers and pentamers which
are the dominant polymeric complexes close to the solubility
limit. Based on these findings we proposed an alternative
description of Th-solubility including a stepwise quasi-continu-
ous hydrolysis of polymers. However, though the species were
identified unequivocally, we could not tell anything about their
structure. To this end we combined X-ray absorption fine struc-
ture (XAFS), high energy X-ray scattering (HEXS) measure-
ments, and quantum chemical calculations in the present work.

Experimental

Sample preparation

Samples of six different concentrations ranging from [Th]tot =
0.12 M (series A) through [Th]tot = 2 × 10−4 M (series F) were
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prepared by further diluting a stock solution ([Th]tot = 0.35 M,
pH 2.3) of redissolved Th(OH)4 with HCl of appropriate concen-
tration as described in ref. 11. For each Th concentration, the pH
of the samples was chosen close to the solubility curve of amor-
phous Th hydroxide which decreases by the third power of H+

concentration7 (Table 1) (Fig. 1).

Quantum chemical calculations

All calculations were carried out with the TURBOMOLE
program package.15 For the initial gas-phase geometry optimiz-
ation we employed the RI-DFT16–18 approach with the BP86
functional19–23 using for Th the small-core pseudo-potential (PP)
of Stuttgart–Cologne type in combination with a segmented
basis set (14s13p10d8f)/[10s9p5d4f] by Cao et al.24,25 augmen-
ted by one g-function (α = 0.32) as well as basis sets of TZVP
quality on oxygen and hydrogen. PP, basis sets as well as auxili-
ary basis sets were provided by the TURBOMOLE libraries.
Scalar relativistic effects on the heavy center are included in the
PP, whereas spin–orbit effects would be of second order for all
closed-shell complexes under investigation and were therefore
negligible.

XAFS measurements

Selected samples (indicated in Table 1) were measured by room
temperature Th L3-XAFS spectroscopy at the Ångströmquelle
Karlsruhe (ANKA), KIT North Campus, at the INE-Beamline

for actinide research.26 The spectra were calibrated against the
first inflection point in the XANES of Y metal (assigned as

Table 1 Species distribution according to ESI MS measurements as a function of total thorium concentration, pHC, and age

[Th]tot (M) pHC

Age (days) Complex (x,y): Thx(OH
−)y

4x−y/% of [Th]tot

ESI XAFS (1,0) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (2,y) ȳ (5,y) ȳ

A1 1.3 × 10−1 1.1 0 1 53 42 3 2 — — — —
1.3 × 10−1 1.1 90 44 44 8 4 — — — —

A2 1.0 × 10−1 2.1 0 1 40 42 3 2 13 1.0 — —
1.0 × 10−1 2.1 90 32 50 13 3 12 1.5 — —

A3 9.8 × 10−2 2.93 0 1 7 16 12 2 28 3.7 35 12.7
9.8 × 10−2 2.93 90 1 18 20 11 37 4.4 13 12.4
9.8 × 10−2 2.93 287 29 24 11 4 14 4.0 18 12.0

A4 1.2 × 10−1 3.03 0 4 15 13 4 24 3.9 40 13.9
1.2 × 10−1 3.03 287 3 10 8 2 24 6.0 53 13.1

A5 1.1 × 10−1 3.04 0 3 14 8 2 24 4.0 49 13.1
A6 1.2 × 10−1 3.05 0 4 12 8 3 23 4.0 50 13.8
A7 1.2 × 10−1 3.05 0 1 1 11 9 4 31 4.0 44 14.2

1.2 × 10−1 3.05 287 5 11 9 3 21 6.0 51 12.6
A8 1.2 × 10−1 3.05 0 0.3 4 3 0.7 8 4.1 84 13.7

1.2 × 10−1 3.05 90 2 11 6 2 21 4.0 58 13.1
1.2 × 10−1 3.05 419 2 9 5 2 17 4.0 65 13.3

A9 8.9 × 10−2 2.88 1 2 21 13 2 28 6.0 34 13.5
A10 8.9 × 10−2 2.88 2 3 22 11 3 27 6.0 34 13.0
A11 9.0 × 10−2 3.05 1 2 22 12 4 25 6.0 35 13.6
A12 9.0 × 10−2 3.05 2 3 17 8 1 20 6.0 51 15.0
B1 1.6 × 10−2 3.46 0 1 0.3 10 7 2 — — 81 15.3
B2 1.7 × 10−2 3.49 0 0.5 7 6 1 0.5 6.0 85 14.2
B3 1.6 × 10−2 3.56 0 2 18 11 3 1 6.0 65 15.7
C1 1.6 × 10−3 3.55 0 1 2 22 10 3 — — 63 15.7
C2 1.6 × 10−3 3.75 0 2 23 11 3 — — 61 15.8
D1 6.9 × 10−4 3.67 4 8 36 15 5 — — 36 14.5
D2 6.8 × 10−4 3.67 0 1 4 30 17 5 — — 44 14.5
E1 3.4 × 10−4 3.86 1 1 1 30 10 7 1 6.0 51 15.8
F1 2.7 × 10−4 3.83 1 1 9 47 16 4 — — 24 16.3

Fig. 1 Solubility diagram for Th(OH)4(am). Samples measured by ESI
(•, cf. Table 1). Solid line: solubility calculated for Th(IV) in HCl without
addition of electrolytes (I = 0). Formation constants and SIT parameters
from ref. 7. Open symbols represent experimental solubility data at I =
0.1 M from Nabivanets et al.39 (∇), Ryan et al.40 (×), and Rai et al.41

(◊).
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17 038 eV, i.e., the Y 1s energy). For samples with metal con-
centrations >10 mM the transmission signal recorded with Ar-
filled ionization chambers at ambient pressure was analyzed.
Samples with lower concentrations were measured in fluor-
escence detection mode by registering the Th Lα1,2 fluorescence
yield at ∼12 900 eV using a five-pixel Ge solid state detector
(Canberra LEGe). Up to 8 scans were collected at room tempera-
ture and averaged for each sample. EXAFS data analysis (cf. ref.
12 and references therein) was based on standard techniques
using the ATHENA (v0.8.050) and the UWXAFS software
packages. E0, the origin used to calculate the EXAFS χ(k) func-
tion, was fixed at the white line (WL) maximum position of the
Th L3-XANES. EXAFS fit parameters (neighboring atom dis-
tances Ri, EXAFS Debye–Waller factors σ2i and coordination
numbers Ni for coordination shell i) were determined using the
feffit code (v2.98). Backscattering amplitude and phase shift
functions for single scattering paths were calculated for a 45-
atom ThO2 cluster with fluorite structure using FEFF8.2. Prior to
analysis, the k3-weighted Th L3-EXAFS was Fourier-trans-
formed over a k-space range of ∼2.5–15.5 Å−1, using symmetric
square windows with Δk = 0.2 Å−1

‘Hanning sills’. All fit oper-
ations were performed in R-space. The amplitude reduction
factor S0

2 was fixed at 1.0.

HEXS

The data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source, Sector
11-ID-B, operating at 91 keV, using a GE Healthcare, amor-
phous-Si detector over a momentum transfer range of 0.3 to
35 Å−1. After subtracting scattering patterns from blank sol-
utions and the sample holder, the data were Fourier transformed
to provide a pair distribution function (PDF).

Results and discussion

ESI MS measurements revealed two major trends (Table 1): at
low pH monomers prevail (A1 at pH 1.1) and a rather small frac-
tion of dimers is formed at pH 2.1 (A2). Between pH 2.9 and
3.15, i.e., close to the point of precipitation and formation of
amorphous Th(OH)4 (in the following denominated solubility
limit), larger polymers exist, in particular the pentamers
Th5(OH)y. Several pentamers with different numbers of hydrox-
ide ligands are present simultaneously (typically 12 < y < 17)
and their mean values (ȳ) increase as a function of pH (cf. ref.
11). This effect is independent of [Th]tot, in analogy to the case
of monomeric hydroxide complexes. Over a time period of up to
one year the pentamers are stable ‘steady state’ species, though
we cannot be certain that the solutions reached thermodynamic
equilibrium since there is evidence that kinetics might be very
slow in the case of Th solids.27 In slightly oversaturated sol-
utions Ostwald ripening leads to formation of nm-sized colloids
at the expense of polymers.14 The second important finding is
that the relative abundance of polymers, i.e., the percentage of
Th4+ ions contained in a size fraction, is not so much a function
of absolute Th concentration but rather a function of the degree
of saturation. In other words, even low concentrated samples
may contain a high fraction of polymers as the solubility limit is
approached: the maximum contribution of pentamers (∼85%)
was achieved not only for the most concentrated solutions of

series A but also at tenfold lower [Th]tot in the case of sample
B2. At [Th]tot < 1 mM pentamers still contribute >50% (series
E), which is in accordance with the findings of Neck et al. that
at neutral pH and [Th]tot < 10−6 M, Th polymers or colloids con-
tribute >90% of ‘suspended’ thorium.6 These findings stress the
relevance of Th-polymers even at low concentration.

Th L3-XAFS spectra taken from fresh samples (i.e., within
one day after preparation) were free of characteristic particle size
effects generally observed for nm-sized colloids (i.e., WL dam-
pening and broadening28). Hence, metal–metal distances
detected by XAFS have to be attributed to the existence of poly-
meric species. At [Th(IV)]tot = 0.68 mM and pHC 3.67, (D2)
44% of the Th species are found to be (5,15)-pentamers ((x,y)
denotes the Thx(OH

−)y
4x−y complex, cf. Table 1) according to

ESI MS, while 56% are monomers. Two coordination shells are
discernible in the EXAFS FT. Note that the feature generally
visible at ∼1.4 Å (R − Δ) in the FT of Th L3-XAFS data is most
probably due to atomic contributions or to multielectron exci-
tations in the EXAFS regime.29,30 Hence, it is not reproduced by
the curve fitting and leads to a slight mismatch between the
experimental and Fourier-filtered data in k-space (Fig. 2, right
panel). The dominant FT peak around 1.9 Å (R − Δ) reflects Th
bonding to bridging and terminal hydroxide groups and to
oxygen from terminal water. The Th–O distance spread requires
two oxygen shells in the fit. The shorter distance (3.8 O at
2.40 Å) is attributed to bridging and terminal OH− groups, and
the longer (3.4 O at 2.55 Å) to terminal water. The average
oxygen coordination number (7–8) is significantly reduced com-
pared to the aquo ion (10 O at 2.45 Å31). Assuming an average
of 8 oxygen neighbors for each Th atom in the pentamer, one
would expect a somewhat larger value of 9–10. The well
resolved second shell around 3.7 Å (R − Δ) reflects backscatter-
ing from Th neighbors in the pentamers. Only one Th–Th dis-
tance is discernible from the data. The fit yields 1.7 Th at
3.87 Å, which is in accordance with the assumption of Th
having 2.4 second next Th neighbors in the pentamer and none
such in the monomer. NTh is found to be slightly increased for
sample C1 ([Th(IV)]tot = 1.6 mM, pHC 3.55, 63% pentamers), as
expected due to the increased percentage of pentamers. The
apparent increase of the Th–Th distance (3.87 Å vs. 3.94 Å)
might be due to a larger bonding asymmetry of the pentamers
present in sample D2.32 Fit results for sample B1 at [Th(IV]tot =
16 mM are shown in Fig. 3, top row. For this sample (pHC 3.46,
81% pentamers) we observed a significant increase of NTh (3.1
Th at 3.94 Å), reflecting the increasing polymerization at this
concentration range. The Th–O coordination (8.8 O at 2.49 Å –

no splitting, but a larger Debye–Waller factor of 0.013 Å2) is in
full accordance with assumption of the average contribution of
NO = 10 for 20% monomers and NO ∼ 8 for 80% pentamers to
the EXAFS. Upon further increase of [Th(IV)]tot the aforemen-
tioned fact that the degree of polymerization primarily depends
on the oversaturation at a given pHC becomes obvious: at [Th
(IV)]tot = 131 mM, pHC 1.1, sample A1 and 100 mM, pHC 2.1,
sample A2, respectively, no Th–Th interaction is discernible
from the XAFS. The large amplitude and single sinusoidal be-
havior of the χ(k) function (Fig. 2, middle row) reflects the domi-
nant presence of Th(IV) monomers in agreement with ESI MS
results (100% for sample A1 and 87% for sample A2) with
around nine oxygen atoms coordinated at 2.45–2.47 Å. When

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Dalton Trans., 2012, 41, 10941–10947 | 10943
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approaching the Th(IV) solubility threshold a second shell Th
backscattering path is again detectable for sample A3 ([Th(IV)]tot
= 98 mM, pHC 2.93, 35% pentamers) and increasingly visible
for sample A7 ([Th(IV)]tot = 116 mM, pHC 3.05, 44% pentamers,
Fig. 2, bottom). For the latter two samples the first oxygen shell
splitting due to bridging –OH− and terminal –OH−/–OH2

requires inclusion of two separate oxygen paths to satisfactorily
reproduce the measurements. The increasing NTh values found
for these samples reflect the increasing percentage of pentamers
observed by ESI MS. From the species distribution of A3 one
would expect NTh = 0.6 due to 28% dimers (NTh = 1) and 35%
pentamers (NTh = 2.4). Sample A7 should have NTh = 1.37 from
31% dimers and 44% pentamers. Measured values are NTh = 0.3
and NTh = 0.9 for A3 and A7, respectively. The somewhat lower
NTh values might be due to the simultaneous presence of differ-
ent Th(IV) polymers with a certain spread of Th–Th second next
neighbor distances: as we have previously shown for Zr(IV),12 Th
(IV)28 and Pu(IV)33 oligomers, the destructive interference can
even lead to complete extinction of the metal–metal

backscattering signal in the EXAFS of oxy/hydroxide polymers
and colloids. The coordination numbers NTh of D2, 1.06(theo)
vs. 1.7, C1 1.5(theo) vs. 1.8 and B1 1.9(theo) vs. 3.1 match
reasonably well. Note the general trend that with increasing per-
centage of Th(IV) present as polymeric species the overall
EXAFS amplitude (corresponding to the dominant FT magni-
tude peak height at ∼1.9 Å) is strongly diminished compared to
the monomeric aquo or hydroxo species.

At first glance, the EXAFS signatures obtained in this study
for samples dominated by Th(IV) pentamers appear similar to
data presented for suspended oxy/hydroxide colloids and an
amorphous solid phase designated as Th(OH)4(am)/ThOn-
(OH)4−2n·xH2O(am) in ref. 28. However, the species described
in the earlier study exhibit a much broader first shell Th–O pair
distribution (∼2.45–3.15 Å), longer Th–Th distance (approach-
ing 4 Å) and generally reduced second next neighbour metal
visibility as expected for amorphous oxy/hydroxides. In contrast
to that, the present EXAFS metrical parameters are in accordance
with the assumption of well ordered entities.

Fig. 2 Th L3-EXAFS R-space fit results for samples B1, A2 and A7. Left panel: FT magnitude of EXAFS data (solid line), fit magnitude (open
circles), FT real part (thin solid line) and fit real part (open triangles). Right panel: corresponding Fourier-filtered data (solid line), back-transformed fit
(open circles) and k3-weighted experimental data (thin solid line).

10944 | Dalton Trans., 2012, 41, 10941–10947 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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While reliable data for the first two coordination shells
(oxygen and second shell thorium atoms) are easily derived from
XAFS spectra, information on the higher shells is hard to obtain
by this method. Of particular interest in the present study is the
second next Th–Th distance. Hence, high energy X-ray scatter-
ing (HEXS)34,35 was performed on the solutions of series A at
the Advanced Photon Source sector 11 beamline (see Exper-
imental). Samples A1–A7 were measured by ESI MS, shipped
to the APS and measured there ca. 14 days after preparation. By
repeatedly measuring the species distribution by ESI MS the
stability of the pentamers was assured. Only a slight increase of
the dimer fraction is visible (Table 1). Peak assignments of the
pair distribution functions (PDF) are made by comparing peak
positions from the hydrolyzed solution with those previously
obtained from a Th dihydroxo-bridged dimer.3 For sample A7,
e.g., the correlation at 2.48(10) Å is assigned to 9.3(3) oxygen
atoms arising from either Th–water or Th–hydroxide interactions
in accordance with Th–O distances obtained by XAFS. A peak
at 3.12(8) Å is attributed to the corresponding H atoms from the
Th-bound waters.36 A correlation at 3.9 Å results from 1.1(2)
Th–Th interactions, in excellent agreement with the XAFS data
(Table 2). Second coordination sphere waters give rise to a broad
peak at about 4.5–5.5 Å, with possibly some chloride ion contri-
bution. With increasing Th concentration a distinct longer ranged
correlation at >6.7 Å is detected, indicative of the presence of
oligomers larger than the dimer. A HEXS derived PDF for
sample A7 is provided as ESI.†

Since the Th–Th and Th–O distances alone cannot unambigu-
ously solve the geometrical structure of the pentamer, gas-phase
quantum chemical calculations were used to investigate various
possible structures. The resulting Th–O and Th–Th distances

were compared with the experimental data. Considering a
square-planar structure for the tetramer and an octahedral struc-
ture for the hexamer, an obvious candidate for the pentamer
structure is the square-pyramid. The set of considered pentamers
thus includes square-pyramidal structures with differing bridges,
as well as a complex with two dimers, each bridged by four OH-
groups to a central Th(IV), labeled dimer–monomer–dimer
(DMD), and a DMD-derived structure where the dimer bonds
are broken and four monomers are binding to the central Th(IV)
(labeled five monomers, 5M). Visualizations of these structures
can be found as ESI.† We tried to further refine the various opti-
mized structures by including the effects of ‘proton hopping’
between water, oxo- and OH-groups by moving protons to
various possible locations. As no treatment of solvent effects
was included in the calculations, relative energies cannot be con-
sidered reliable, while the Th–O bond distances will be typically
overestimated by several pm.

Th–O and Th–Th distances for the investigated complexes are
given in Table 3. The Th–O distances scatter over a rather wide
range due to the different groups and their coordination in the
complexes. On the other hand, the Th–Th distances provide a
clear basis to discriminate unlikely structures in comparison to
the experimental data. For all pyramidal structures we find
Th–Th distances in the pyramidal base strongly deviating from
experimental values, especially the distance between two non-
bridged (second next neighbor) Th(IV) cations cannot be
confirmed by experimental observations. The same holds for the
5M-structure with four monomers bridging to a central Th(IV),
where a Th–Th distance between two outer units is found at 541
pm. The only structure in agreement with the long Th–Th corre-
lation obtained by HEXS data is obtained for the DMD complex
(Fig. 3), for which no Th–Th distances are obtained in the
500–600 pm range. None of the other complexes exhibit Th–Th
distances longer than 600 pm. Due to the deviations from exper-
imental Th–O bond distances and the uncertainties of the
torsion-angle between the two dimer subunits, the calculated
Th–Th distances of 714 and 770 pm are subject to relatively

Fig. 3 Th pentamer composed of two dimers linked by an additional
monomer.

Table 2 Th L3-EXAFS least-squares fit parameters

ID
Fit-range
(Å) Shell N

R
(Å) σ2 (Å2)

ΔE0
(eV) R-factor

A1 1.53–2.24 O 8.8 2.45 0.0043 5.03 0.0110
A2 1.44–2.27 O 9.3 2.47 0.0049 6.17 0.0026
A3 1.41–4.11 O(1) 8.2 2.44 0.0071 5.75a 0.0190

O(2) 1.1 2.49 0.0027 5.75a

Th 0.3 3.95 0.0001 7.85
A7 1.50–4.11 O(1) 6.5 2.43 0.0067 4.39a 0.0161

O(2) 1.9 2.48 0.0051 4.39a

Th 0.9 3.92 0.0032 6.71
B1 1.50–4.14 O 8.8 2.49 0.0129 8.76 0.0270

Th 3.1 3.94 0.0099 3.07
C1 1.47–4.17 O(1) 7.9 2.43 0.0108 6.48a 0.0318

O(2) 1.6 2.57 0.0108 6.48a

Th 1.8 3.94 0.0044 8.12
D2 1.56–4.11 O(1) 3.8 2.40 0.0020a 8.94a 0.0275

O(2) 3.4 2.55 0.0020a 8.94a

Th 1.7 3.87 0.0061 5.24

EXAFS least-squares fit results, S0
2 = 1.0 (errors in N: ±0.5; errors in R:

±0.02 Å).a Indicates global parameter for both oxygen shells.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Dalton Trans., 2012, 41, 10941–10947 | 10945
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large errors. A treatment of solvent effects on the structure
should reduce these errors. Nevertheless, the present accuracy is
sufficient for our purpose to consider the DMD-complex as a
realistic model for the pentamer structure.

Conclusions

From the results presented above we conclude that the Th(IV)
pentamer is formed by two dimers linked by a central Th(IV)
cation through hydroxide bridges (Fig. 3). The fact that only one
Th–Th distance at ∼3.9 Å is obtained by XAFS eliminates all
pyramidal structures suggested by quantum chemical calcu-
lations. In this case, split and shorter Th–Th distances should
have been observed. Furthermore, the second Th–Th interaction
would be much shorter than 6.7 Å observed by HEXS. The pres-
ence of oxygen- instead of hydroxide-bridges cannot be
excluded from ESI MS data alone as discussed in ref. 12. Like-
wise, the presence of oxo- in addition to hydroxo-bridges would
not be unambiguously detected by EXAFS due to Th–O shell
splitting caused by terminal H2O. On the other hand, the dimer
described in ref. 3 is formed by hydroxide bridges and, in con-
trast to Pu(IV),2 freshly formed thorium polymer is well known
to preferentially undergo olation.37,38 These findings are also
corroborated by the quantum chemical cluster calculations con-
sidering ‘proton hopping’.

From a mechanistic point of view the formation of pentamers
of this structure is also plausible. Dimers and monomers are the
dominating species in slightly more undersaturated solutions.
Formation of more compact species such as the pyramidal penta-
mer should be preceded by formation of trimers and tetramers
which are at no time observed by ESI MS in appreciable
amounts (in contrast to polymerization in perchloric acid at high
ionic strength4). In the present case of low ionic strength in
hydrochloric acid, linkage of dimers by monomers seems to be
energetically favourable over stepwise size increase or over for-
mation of tetramers from two dimers. A second important fact is
that these polymers are subject to continuous hydrolysis, i.e., the
number of OH− ligands of the complex is not fixed by coordi-
nation but increases with increasing pH. This suggests the pres-
ence of a stable backbone formed by the central atom and the

eight hydroxide bridges. The outer thorium ions form a partly
hydrolyzed hydration shell where the degree of protolysis and
hence the total number of hydroxide ligands of the polymer
depend on the pH.
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